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Efiw Internet and computing Charter
art. 1: "I use an Efiw computer or tablet after obtaining permission from a teacher. I do not use my 
personal digital equipment (computer, smartphone, smartwatch, tablet...) without the permission of 
a teacher."

art. 2: "I use an Efiw computer or tablet in the presence of a teacher, during the course or 
« studying hours », and only to carry out school work."

art. 3: "I use an Efiw computer or tablet in a classroom (or outside a classroom at the request of a 
teacher, for example if I have a sound recording to make)."

art.4: "When a teacher makes digital material available to me, I do not modify any configuration of 
the device (wallpaper, language, keyboard, access code or password on an application or an 
Internet site)."

Consequence of art. 1 to 4: "For example, I can not use a computer alone, during a break or an 
« studying hours », at the library or in the « foyer »."

art. 5: "I am responsible for what I write and what I say, I use polite language, without blasphemy, 
without insults or mean words, and with the concern to make myself understood. I realize that 
what I write through the Internet (messaging, discussion foruù, chat...) can be read by others for 
several years."   

art. 6: "I do not give information about me or my family (phone number, address ..) about my 
tastes, when I use a messenger, a discussion board or a cat or a form of Internet site."

art. 7: "I alert a teacher / adult if I see Internet pages that disturb me and / or that are not suitable 
for my age."

art. 8: "I know that every time I go on the Internet, all the information of my navigation is kept and 
searchable."

art. 9: "I respect the law on the ownership of works. I copy and use texts, images, sounds after 
always having asked permission of the author and / or quoted my source."

Note on art. 5 to 9: "These articles are mainly aimed at protecting Internet users, especially 
minors. They therefore constitute a course of action to be respected at the Efiw as elsewhere."

art. 10: "In case of non-compliance with this charter, my parents will be informed. I am also 
exposed to sanctions such as being offered limited access to digital resources, or even the ban on 
using them. »
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